
What is Social Psychology? – Week 1 

 

How do we define social psychology, including how is it similar/different to other research areas? 

Typically, we define social psychology as “the scientific investigation of how the thoughts, feelings, and behaviours of individuals 

are influenced by the actual, imagined, or implied presence of others” Allport (1954, p. 5).  

Actual presence: the physical presence of others.  

Imagined presence: imagining being in the physical presence of others.  

Implied presence: assigning social meaning to things because of our interactions with others.  

Social psychology offers us a fuller understanding of psychological processes and behaviour by actively acknowledging the 

importance of social interaction/context.  

It differs from other disciplines as it gives us an understanding of people by emphasising:  

• the psychological processes that contribute to our social interactions (differs from sociology, anthropology)  

• the social context/environment they come from, and the contribution this has on psychological processes (differs from 

other types of psychology)  

What are levels of analysis (or explanation) and why is this concept important to social psychology? 

Others: people in our social world, what people think, feel, and do at multiple levels  

1. Intrapersonal (within individual)  

2. Interpersonal (between individuals – e.g., dyads, families)  

3. Intragroup (within teams/groups)  

4. Intergroup (between groups, wider society)  

This also means we can understand the same event or phenomenon in different ways (or use different explanations)  

1. Intrapersonal (within the person, how do they experience the social environment?)  

2. Interpersonal and situational (between people within a specific situation, how do they experience an interaction with 

another person in a specific situation?)  

3. Positional (between people within a specific situation, but also acknowledges their position outside the situation)  

4. Ideological (between people within situations, but also acknowledging social beliefs and group dynamics)  

All are relevant, but we use the one that aligns with the social situation we are interested in.  

What is the person-situation interaction? 

Person-situation interaction: the dynamic relationship between individuals and the people around them.  
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28. Define ‘illusory correlation’. Your text discusses two bases for illusory correlation: (a) 

associative meaning; and (b) paired distinctiveness. Define each of these terms and explain how 

they may help to explain stereotyping.  

Illusory correlation refers to the cognitive exaggeration of the degree of co-occurrence of two stimuli or events, or the perception 

of a co-occurrence where none exists.  

There are two bases for illusory correlation: associative meaning (items are seen as belonging together because they ‘ought’ to, on 

the basis of prior expectations) and paired distinctiveness (items are thought to go together because they share some unusual 

feature).  

Although associative meaning is clearly related to stereotyping, it has also been suggested that illusory correlation based on 

distinctiveness is involved in stereotyping. In an experimental demonstration, Hamilton and Gifford had participants recall 

statements describing two groups, A and B. There were twice as many statements about group A as there were about group B, and 

there were twice as many positive as negative statements about each group. so the actual ratio of positive and negative statements 

was the same for both groups. participants erroneously recalled that more negative statements (the less common and more 

distinctive statements) were paired with group B (the less common and more distinctive groups). when the experiment was 

replicated but with more negative than positive statements, participants now overestimated the number of positive statements 

paired with group B.  

In real life, negative events are distinctive because they are perceived to be more rare than positive events, and minority groups 

are distinctive because people have few contacts with them. As a result, an illusory correlation based on distinctiveness will occur 

and produce negative stereotyping of minority groups. 

29. Define ‘heuristics’. Your text identifies three main types of heuristics: (a) the 

representativeness heuristic; (b) the availability heuristic; and (c) the anchoring and 

adjustment. Write down examples of each of these types of heuristics.  

Heuristics are cognitive short cuts that provide adequately accurate inferences for most of us most of the time.  

The representativeness heuristic: we assess how similar we think an instance, say a person, is to a typical member in a given 

category, and if we feel the level of similarity is sufficient we infer that the person has all the category attributes. If Jane, whom 

you have just met, has short hair, wears overalls, and talks loudly, you might mull over whether she might be one of ‘those radical 

protestor types’.  

The availability heuristic: events or associations that come readily to mind are considered to be more common and prevalent 

than they really are. And so, in sizing Paul up, who has even shorter hair than Jane, wears big boots and carries a cane, you would 

overestimate the likelihood that he will also be violent because you had just seen that old film A Clockwork Orange. Availability 

is adequate as a basis for making inferences (after all, things that come to mind easily are probably fairly plentiful), but it fails to 

control for the odd exposure to events or associations that may actually be rare.  

The anchoring and adjustment: impressions are tied to earlier perceptions that are a starting point, much like the primacy effect. 

Inferences about other people are often anchored in beliefs about ourselves. We might therefore decide how intelligent, artistic, or 

kind someone else is by referring to our own self-schema. ‘Because I am bright, smart Fred must have a giant brain!’ Another 

example – your dislike for Mary can act as an anchor from which only small adjustments are made, even in the light of subsequent 

overwhelming evidence that she is actually absolutely delightful.  
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instructed to give erroneous responses on twelve focal trials: on six trials they picked a line that was too long and on six a line 

that was too short. There was a control condition in which participants performed the task privately with no group influence; 

as less than 1 percent of the control participants’ responses were errors, it can be assumed that the task was unambiguous.  

The experimental results were intriguing. Participants varied greatly, with about 25 percent of participants remaining 

steadfastly independent throughout, about 50 percent conforming to the erroneous majority on six or more focal trials, and 5 

percent conforming on all twelve focal trials. The average conformity rate was 33 percent: computed as the total number of 

instances of conformity across the experiment, divided by the product of the number of participants in the experiment and the 

number of focal trials in the sequence.  

After the experiment, Asch asked his participants why they conformed. They said that at first they were uncertain and 

experienced self-doubt. That naïve participants had each disagreed often with the group, became self-conscious, feared 

disapproval, and felt anxious and even lonely. Different reasons were given for yielding. Most knew they saw things 

differently from the group but felt that their perceptions may have been inaccurate and that the group was actually correct. 

Others did not believe that the group was correct but simply went along with the group in order to not stand out. A few 

reported that they actually saw the lines as the group did. Those who remained independent were either confident in their own 

judgements were emotionally affected by guided by the belief in individualism or in doing the task as directed (i.e. being 

accurate and correct).  

These subjective accounts tell us that one reason why people conform, even when the correct choice is clear-cut, may be to 

avoid censure, ridicule and social disapproval. This is a real fear. In another version of his experiment, Asch had sixteen true 

participants facing one confederate who gave incorrect answers. This time the participants found the confederate’s behaviour 

ludicrous and open ridiculed him and laughed at him.  

Perhaps, then, if participants were not worried about social disapproval, there would be no subjective pressure to conform? 

Asch tested this idea in another variation of the experiment. This time, the incorrect majority called out their judgements 

publicly but the single true participant wrote his down privately. Conformity dropped to 12.5 percent. Later research by 

Morton Deutsch and Harold Gerard confirmed that pressure to conform could be reduced if the participant responded 

privately and therefore felt anonymous.  

5. What individual or group characteristics have been found to affect conformity? What 

‘situational factors’ have been found to affect conformity?  

Culture and conformity  

In a review of conformity studies using Asch’s general paradigm, Peter Smith and his colleagues found significant inter-

cultural variation. The level of conforming (i.e. incorrect responses) ranged from a low of 14 percent among Belgian students 

to a high of 58 percent among Indian teachers in Fiji, with an overall average of 31 percent. Conformity was lower among 

participants from individualistic cultures in North America and north-western Europe (25 percent) than among participants 

from collectivist or interdependent cultures in Africa, Asia, Oceania and South America (37 percent).  

This kind of cultural variation suggests that collectivist peoples conformed more to their group than did those from 

individualistic peoples. According to Hazel Markus and Shinobu Kitayama, conforming to group norms is viewed favourably 

in Eastern or interdependent cultures – it is a form of social glue. What is perhaps more surprising is that although conformity 

is lower in individualist Western societies, it is still remarkably high; even when conformity has negative overtones, people 

find it difficult to resist conforming to group norms.  
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33. List some of the reasons why there is an illusion of productivity when it comes to 

brainstorming.  

Some decision-making tasks require groups to come up with creative and novel solutions. A common technique is 

brainstorming. Group members try to generate lots of ideas very quickly and to forget their inhibitions or concerns about 

quality – they simply say whatever comes to mind, be non-critical, and build on others’ ideas when possible. Brainstorming is 

supposed to facilitate creative thinking and thus make the group more creative. Popular opinion is so convinced that 

brainstorming works that it is widely used in business contexts.  

However, research tells us otherwise. Although brainstorming groups do generate more ideas than non-brainstorming groups, 

the individuals in the group are no more creative than if they had worked alone. In their view, the Dutch social psychologists 

Wolfgang Stroebe and Michael Diehl concluded that nominal groups (i.e. brainstorming groups in which individuals create 

ideas on their own and do not interact) are twice as creative as groups that actually interact.  

There are many possible reasons why brainstorming groups are not very effective. For example, as we learned earlier, people 

can feel less motivated in groups (they loaf) or they can be apprehensive about feeling evaluated by others. However, in the 

context of brainstorming, the most significant problem is production blocking – it is difficult to be creative and to get your 

ideas out because everyone is calling out ideas at the same time. It can get awfully distracting and rowdy in a brainstorming 

group.  

Given convincing evidence that face-to-face brainstorming does not actually improve individual creativity, why do people so 

firmly believe that it does? One answer is the illusion of group effectivity – based on our own experience in idea-generating 

groups, we simply feel that we were more creative and productive. There are three reasons for this illusory belief: 

1. People are exposed to some ideas they had not heard before, but forget whether these were their own or those of others, 

and so exaggerate their own contribution.  

2. Brainstorming is generally great fun – people enjoy the exercise in a group more than being alone and so feel more 

satisfied with their performance.  

3. People recognise production blocking but think it only applies to themselves – they feel that they had lots of good ideas 

that did not get heard, or that someone else called out first. Thus they feel they were potentially more creative and 

productive than the others. Nevertheless, being in a group had enhanced their own level of performance, even if this was 

unrecognised by others.  

 

34. What is ‘groupthink’? Study Figure 6.10 and explain the antecedents, symptoms, and 

consequences of groupthink.  

Groups sometimes make really poor decisions with disastrous consequences. Irving Janis had a background in analysing the 

workings of propaganda. He compared a number of American foreign policy decisions that had unfavourable outcomes with 

others that had favourable outcomes, and coined the term groupthink to describe what went on in the decision-making 

groups that made the poor decisions.  

Groupthink is a mode of thinking in which the desire to reach unanimity overrides the motivation to adopt logical and rational 

decision-making procedures. The main cause of groupthink is excessive group cohesiveness, but there are other antecedents 

thar relate to structural faults in the group and to the immediate decision-making context. Together, these factors generate a 

range of symptoms pointing to defective decision-making procedures: e.g. there is inadequate and biased discussion and 

consideration of objectives and alternative solutions, and a failure to seek the advice of experts outside the group.  
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The term ‘deindividuation’, coined by Festinger, Pepitone and Newcomb, originates in Jung’s definition of ‘individuation’ as 

‘a process of differentiation, having for its goal the development of the individual personality’. It was Phil Zimbardo who 

developed the concept most fully. He believed that being in a large group provides people with a clock of anonymity that 

diffuses personal responsibility for the consequences of their actions. This leads to a loss of identity and a reduced concern for 

social evaluation: that is, to a state of deindividuation, which causes behaviour to become impulsive, irrational, regressive and 

disinhibited because it is not under the usual social and personal controls.  

Deindividuation: process whereby people lose their sense of socialised individual identity and engage in unsocialised, often 

antisocial, behaviours.  

33. What explanation of collective behaviour is provided by emergent norm theory? (have a look 

at Figure 7.15.)  

Emergent norm theory takes a very different approach to the explanation of collective behaviour. Rather than treating 

collective behaviour as pathological or instinctual behaviour, it focuses on collective action as norm-governed behaviour, 

much like any other group behaviour.  

 

34. According to your text, what important feature of crowd behaviour is often ignored? 

An important aspect of crowd behaviour that is usually ignored is that it is actually an intergroup phenomenon. Many crowd 

events involve a direct collective confrontation between, for instance, police and rioters or rival gangs or team supporters, and 

even where no direct confrontation occurs, there is symbolic confrontation in that the crowd event symbolises a confrontation 

between, for instance, the crowd (or the wider group it represents) and the state.  

35. How does the social identity model of deindividuation phenomena seek to address this?  

A second point is that, far from losing identity, people in the crowd actually assume the identity provided by the crowd: there 

is a change from idiosyncratic personal identity to shared social identity as a crowd member. These points are made by 

Reicher, who applies social identity theory to collective behaviour. This analysis has been extended and called the SIDE 

model, or social identity model of deindividuation phenomena.  
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3. Cultural values of female loyalty and sacrifice, on one hand, and male honour, on the other, validate abuse in the 

relationship. The same values reward a woman who ‘soldiers on’ in the face of violence.  

Outside of honour cultures, aggression against women is generally not a matter to display publicly. Although their focus was 

on teenagers, Zoe Hilton and her colleagues have suggested that, in patriarchal cultures, men and boys are proud of male-

directed violence but ashamed of female-directed aggression.  

While interpersonal violence occurs in most societies, some actively practice a lifestyle of non-aggression. There may be as 

many as 25 societies with a world view based on cooperation rather than competition. Among these are the Hutterite and 

Amish communities in the United States, the Inuit of the Arctic region, the !Kung of southern and central Africa, the 

Bushmen of Southern Africa and the Ladakhis of Tibet. Such communities are small, sometimes scattered and relatively 

isolated, which suggests that these may be necessary preconditions for peaceful existence. The anthropologist argued that 

evidence of peaceful societies disproves the notion that humans have a ‘killer’ instinct.  

Despite evidence of cross-cultural and cross-national variations in aggression, we need to retain a focus:  

it is individuals who hit, curse, challenge, ignore, fail to warn, testify against, gossip about, retaliate for being hurt 

by, and form alliances against others, either singly or as part of a group.  

Subculture of violence  

A different kind of cultural variation is the subculture of violence. Many societies include minority subcultures in which 

violence is legitimised as a lifestyle. The norms of the group reflect an approval of aggressiveness, and there are both rewards 

for violence and sanctions for non-compliance. In urban settings, these groups are often labelled and self-styled as gangs, and 

the importance of violence is reflected in their appearance and behaviour.  

In his book Political violence: The behavioural process, Harold Nieburg provided a graphic example of the traditional 

initiation rite for the Sicilian Mafia. After a long lead-up period of observation, the new Mafia member would attend a 

candlelit meeting of other members and be led to a table showing the image of a saint, an emblem of high religious 

significance. Blood taken from his right hand would be sprinkled on the saint, and he would swear an oath of allegiance 

binding him to the brotherhood. In a short time, he would then prove himself worthy by executing a suitable person selected 

by the Mafia.  

Bron Ingoldsby has pointed to the existence of machismo among Latin American families, and suggested that it encourages a 

subculture of violence among boys and young men. Thus it is perhaps not surprising that Giovanna Tornada and Barry 

Schneider report that in Italy, another Latin culture, aggression is still encouraged in adolescent boys from traditional villages 

in the belief that it shows sexual prowess and shapes a dominant male in the household. They link this in turn to a higher rate 

of male bullying at school than in England, Spain, Norway or Japan.  

9. Briefly discuss the following aspects in terms of their research findings relating to aggressive 

behaviour. Do you agree with these links? (a) violent video games/films; (b) the weapons effect; 

and (c) pornography. 

(a) The impact of mass media on aggression has been both a popular and a controversial focus of inquiry. There are many 

examples of people emulating violent acts such as assault, rape and murder in almost identical fashion to portrayals in 

films or television programs; and likewise of the disinhibitory effects of watching an excessive amount of sanitised 
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halves) in both women and men contributes to standards that most people have in judging beauty. Perhaps surprisingly, facial 

averageness is another plus.  

Gill Rhodes, who has researched extensively how we process information about the human face, asked whether facial beauty 

depends more on common physical qualities than on striking features. Participants judged caricatures of faces, each of which 

was symmetrically varied from average to distinctive. She found that averageness, rather than distinctiveness, was correlated 

with facial attractiveness. The averageness effect has also been confirmed in other studies.  

Rhodes & Tremewan suggested an evolutionary basis for this effect: average faces draw the attention of infants to those 

objects in their environment that most resemble the human face – an average face is like a prototype. Face preferences may be 

adaptations that guide mate choice. Why would facial averageness (and also facial symmetry) make a person more attractive? 

One possibility is that these cues make a face seem more familiar and less strange. Another possibility is that both 

averageness and symmetry are signals of good health and therefore of ‘good genes’ – cues that we latch on to in searching for 

a potential mate.   

4. Aside from physical attractive, what three ‘ideal partner’ dimensions are prevalent? 

There are other characteristics of being attractive that may derive in part from our genes. Garth Fletcher studied the ideals (or 

standards) that college students look for in a partner. In long-term relationships, three ‘ideal partner’ dimensions appear to 

guide the preferences of both men and women: 

• warmth-trustworthiness – showing care and intimacy; 

• vitality-attractiveness – signs of health and reproductive fitness;  

• status-resources – being socially prominent and financially sound.  

5. Explain how the following factors have been associated with interpersonal liking: Proximity; b) 

Familiarity; c) Similarity; and d) Social matching 

Suppose that someone has passed your initial ‘attraction’ test. What other factors encourage you to take another step? This 

question has been well researched and points to several crucial factors that determine how we come to like people even more:  

• Proximity – do they live or work close by? 

• Familiarity – do we feel that we know them?  

• Similarity – are they people who are like us?  

Proximity  

There is a good chance that you will get to like people who are in a reasonable proximity to where you live or work – think 

of this as the neighbourhood factor. In a famous study of a housing complex led by Leon Festinger, it emerged that people 

were more likely to choose as friends those living in the same building and even on the same floor. Subtle architectural 

features, such as the location of a staircase, can also affect the process of making acquaintances and establishing friendships.  

People who live close by are accessible, so that interacting with them requires little effort and the rewards of doing so have 

little cost. Consider your immediate neighbours: you expect to continue interacting with them and it is better that you are at 

ease when you do so rather than feeling stressed.  
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In a study of what kinds of love there might be, Beverly Fehr asked this question: do ordinary people and love researchers 

think of love in the same way? She answered this by analysing the factors underlying several love scales commonly used in 

psychological research, and also by having ordinary people generate ideas about the kinds of love that they thought best 

described various close relationships in a number of scenarios. Fehr found both a simple answer and a more complex one:  

• There was a reasonable agreement across her data sets that there are at least two broad categories of love: (a) 

compassionate love and (b) passionate or romantic love. This result substantiated earlier, influential work by 

Hatfield and Walster.  
• The scales devised by love experts made relatively clear distinctions between types and sub-types of love, whereas 

the views of lay people were quite fuzzy.  

Passionate love is an intensely emotional state and a confusion of feelings: tenderness, sexuality, elation and pain, anxiety and 

relief, altruism and jealousy. Compassionate love, in contrast, is less intense, combining feelings of friendly affection and 

deep attachment. A distinction between passionate and compassionate love makes good sense. There are many people with 

whom we are pleased and comforted by sharing time, and yet with whom we are not ‘in love’. In general, love can trigger 

emotions such as sadness, anger, fear and happiness.  

In pursuing the nature of romantic love, we should note that the concepts of love and friendship almost certainly share a 

common root of becoming acquainted and are generally triggered by the same factors – proximity, similarity, reciprocal 

liking and desirable personal characteristics. Our lover is very likely to be a friend, albeit a special one.  

We speak of ‘falling in love’ as though it is an accident, something that happens rather than a process in which we actively 

participate. What happens when we fall in this way? Arthur Aron and his colleagues addressed this in a short-term 

longitudinal study of undergraduate students who completed questionnaires about their love experiences and their concept of 

self every two weeks for ten weeks. Those who reported that they fell in love during this period reported positive experiences 

that were centred on their self-concept. Since somebody now loved them their self-esteem increased. Further, their self-

concept had ‘expanded’ by incorporating aspects of the other person; and they reported an increase in self-efficacy, e.g. not 

only making plans but making the plans work.  

One widely accepted claim about falling in love is that it is culture-bound; for young people to experience it, a community 

needs to believe in love and offer it as an option, through fiction and real-life examples. If it is an accident, then at least some 

people from all cultures should fall in love – but is this the case? Attachment theory has argued that love is both a biological 

and social process, and cannot be reduced to a historical or cultural intervention. Indeed, there is evidence of romantic love, 

not necessarily linked to marriage, in the major literate civilisations of early historic times – Rome, Greece, Egypt and China. 

For example, although romance was not an essential ingredient in choosing a spouse in ancient Rome, love between a 

husband and wife could grow.  

15. Describe Hatfield & Walster’s three-factory theory of love. 

In Elaine Hatfield and William Walster’s three-factor theory of love, romantic love is a product of three interacting 

variables:  

1. A cultural determinant that acknowledges love as a state.  

2. An appropriate love object present – in most cultures, the norm is a member of the opposite sex and of similar age.  

3. Emotional arousal, self-labelled ‘love’, that is felt when interacting with, or even thinking about, an appropriate love 

object.  
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